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Abstract. The subject of the study is theoretical, methodological and practical aspects of the formation, development and functioning of the accounting compliance system as an appropriate institution for ensuring the quality of enterprise accounting information. Methodology. The methodological basis of the study is general scientific and special methods of cognition. In the course of the study, the following methods were used: abstract-logical method was used for the cognition of the essence, approaches, clarification of the concept of “compliance”, “accounting compliance”; bibliographic method was used for the study and development of scientific works devoted to the definition of the essence of the term “compliance”; graphic method was used for the design of the described processes using logical block diagrams; system-structural analysis was used to improve the mechanism for the formation and implementation of the accounting compliance system as an institution for ensuring the quality of accounting information. The objective of the study is to consider the essence of the concept of “compliance”, “accounting compliance”, to establish and define the role of accounting compliance in ensuring the quality of accounting information, to substantiate methodological approaches and practical recommendations for its formation and implementation at the enterprise. Results. The study has established that the definition of “compliance” should include an institutional approach, i.e. “compliance” should be understood as an institution of the internal control and corporate ideology system, which, using a system of regulations and a set of control mechanisms, forms the company’s ability to comply with established norms, standards, rules and procedures; a means of propaganda aimed at promoting the requirements for compliance with internal regulatory documents and generally accepted social values of the enterprise; a set of measures aimed at identifying risks accompanying the activities of the enterprise and eliminating their adverse consequences. “Accounting Compliance” is an institution of the internal control and corporate ideology system of the enterprise, which with the help of a system of measures and a set of control mechanisms provides the ability to track, monitor, evaluate and comply with the requirements of regulatory documents, regulations, instructions in the accounting system. It must be necessarily aimed at identifying, reducing and eliminating the risks of distortion, misrepresentation and falsification of accounting information. It has been substantiated that the accounting compliance system, as an appropriate institution, should be formed in stages, based on a set of specially developed internal methods, rules and procedures. It has been proved that most of the actions of the compliance system are aimed at identifying, analysing and assessing risks in the accounting system, and a significant number of documents defining its normative content are closely related to the implementation of the risk management function. Practical implications. In order to ensure the identification of compliance risks in the company’s accounting system and determine their impact on the formation and quality of accounting information, the grouping of risks by type is presented. To implement the functions of accounting compliance, it was proposed to develop and approve a number of internal standards and regulations, which will guide the employees of the Compliance Department in their work. In order to ensure the quality of accounting information to users necessary for making effective management decisions, the organizational and economic mechanism of the accounting compliance system has been developed. Conclusion of the study. Thus, accounting compliance, as an institution for ensuring the quality of accounting information at an enterprise, should be focused on finding, identifying,
assessing, analysing and taking measures to minimize compliance risks in the accounting system arising from non-compliance with established rules, standards and procedures for organization and maintenance of accounting. Substantiated methodological foundations and recommendations for the formation and implementation of accounting compliance will not only ensure the quality of accounting information, but also guarantee business purity, a high level of corporate culture. The latter will contribute to improving the efficiency of economic activities and sustainable development of the enterprise.
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1. **Introduction**

Under the conditions of the institutional environment, the traditional view and attitude towards such a subsystem of enterprise management as accounting is changing. The main task of accounting is to provide complete and reliable information to all users of the enterprise for making rational management decisions. As a specific system, the following features are inherent in it: fullness, hierarchy, integrity, purposefulness, reliability, level of independence and openness, complexity. In the institutional economy, in addition to the generally accepted functions, accounting performs the following ones: formation of information about the entrepreneurial ability of management; informing the owner about the condition of the property over which he or she does not have direct control; formation of an information base for making decisions on investing funds; formation of archives (history of the enterprise); evidentiary instrument in courts (Chyzhevska, 2013). Transnationalization processes in the economy and the integration of Ukraine into the world economic community have a direct impact on the development of national accounting and require effective implementation of international financial reporting standards into accounting practice. The requirements for the quality of accounting information that must be presented in the financial statements of the enterprise are also increasing.

Thus, the information in accounting must be of high quality in order to ensure the reliability, comparability, clarity and truthfulness of the reflection of the facts of the economic activity of the enterprise. On the other hand, inaccurate information about the financial condition and performance of business entities makes it impossible to make reasonable management decisions and, as a result, leads to economic losses, investor distrust and sanctions from regulatory authorities. However, in some cases, it can be difficult to identify and avoid possible misstatements, errors and fraud in the financial statements, since fraud sometimes appears to be lawful transactions committed in accordance with applicable law. In this regard, the issue of ensuring and improving the quality of accounting information with the help of appropriate tools, among which there should be accounting compliance, is relevant.

2. **The essence of the concept of “compliance” and “accounting compliance”**

Compliance was first applied at the beginning of the 20th century in the United States, when the Food and Drug Administration was created to develop and implement the rules for the functioning of business participants in the pharmaceutical and food industries. A prerequisite for the development of compliance was the adoption of Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 by the USA, which introduced requirements for accounting and financial documentation, and established rules for controlling relations with state authorities.

Today in the modern economic literature there is no single approach to the definition of the concept of "compliance”. Table 1 shows the results of summarizing the most common approaches.

The analysis of the definitions presented in Table 1 made it possible to conclude that the definition of the term “compliance” was carried out through such concepts as an integrated programme, management, function, control, guarantee of protection of reputation and elimination of reputational risks, which did not fully disclose its content.

Thus, in our opinion, the definition of “compliance” should include an institutional approach. Indeed, in the general sense, an institution is a set of customs, procedures, norms, rules of behaviour operating in society, as well as a set of mechanisms that control and support their implementation.

Thus, “compliance” is:
- the internal control and corporate ideology system, which, with the help of a system of regulations and a set of control mechanisms, forms the company’s ability to comply with established norms, standards, rules, and procedures;
- a means of propaganda aimed at promoting requirements for compliance with internal regulatory
### Table 1
Modern approaches to the definition of “compliance”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a comprehensive programme</td>
<td>Valiev, 2015</td>
<td>Compliance is a set of real measures aimed at protecting businesses from corruption both externally and in the enterprise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kobielieva, 2018</td>
<td>Compliance is a set of regulations that shapes the company’s ability to comply with applicable laws, instructions, rules and regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nieziviestna, 2017</td>
<td>Compliance is a set of functions built into the organization’s business process aimed at adherence to internal business standards, corporate ethics, legal and regulatory requirements in order to achieve the highest efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambrozhevich, 2011</td>
<td>Compliance is a function with the purpose to manage compliance risks and maintain an adequate compliance culture in the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krepysheva, Sergievskaya &amp; Storchevoy, 2020</td>
<td>Compliance is an important management function of the company, in particular Risk Management, aimed at identifying ways to prevent them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chekh et al., 2019</td>
<td>Compliance is a process of control at the enterprise over the observance of regulatory legal acts and prevention of compliance risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ermakova &amp; Akhmetova, 2014</td>
<td>Compliance is a process that is carried out by management bodies and employees of an organization in order to control compliance with applicable laws, rules, and standards, both internal and external.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covali, 2014</td>
<td>Compliance is a guarantee of reputation protection, since monitoring and control of an enterprise’s reputational risks is usually assigned to compliance and is perceived in the international financial compliance sphere as a compliance institution formed long ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palcun, 2013</td>
<td>Compliance is a corporate policy aimed at minimizing legal and reputational risks arising from the employees violating professional and ethical requirements established by the company's documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bondarenko, 2008</td>
<td>Compliance is an integral part of the company’s corporate culture, in which the performance of their job responsibilities, including decision-making at all levels, by each employee must comply with the standards of legality and integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kobielieva, 2019</td>
<td>Antimonopoly compliance is a set of legal and organizational measures provided for by an internal act (acts) of an economic entity or another person from the persons belonging to the same group of persons with such an economic entity, if such internal acts apply to the relevant economic entity and are aimed at complying with the requirements of antimonopoly legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miheev, 2013</td>
<td>Accounting compliance is a process of managing the risks of misstatement of financial statements due to conflicts of professional judgment in the application of the provisions of accounting regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Korostelkin, 2014</td>
<td>Tax compliance ensures compliance with tax legislation by participants in tax legal relations and provides, first of all, minimization of financial, economic, legal and tax expenses arising from violations of tax legislation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Compliance in the system of ensuring the quality of accounting information

According to the Reporting Survey 2011 conducted by the audit firm PricewaterhouseCoopers, 65% of CEOs surveyed noted that the top priority in reporting is the quality of the information provided in it. High requirements for the quality of accounting information are the result of the growing importance of the public image of companies and constant monitoring of their development by investors. In addition, 85% of enterprises planned to take further measures and apply tools aimed at improving the quality of accounting information.

The quality of accounting information correlates with the effectiveness of the implementation of the entire management process: the higher the quality parameters...
of information, the better the ability of managers to prepare optimal decisions. At the same time, the presence of inaccuracies and errors in the reporting, as well as the desire of management personnel to hide the reliable data of the reports in order to present the financial position of the enterprise in a more attractive light for investors, misleads the users of accounting information and reduces the confidence of stakeholders in the management of the enterprise (Pravdiuk N. & Pravdiuk M., 2016).

Therefore, today, in order to avoid problems with the preparation of high-quality accounting information, most enterprises need to introduce such an effective tool as accounting compliance.

The formation of an accounting compliance system and its implementation at the enterprise is a step-by-step process, shown in Figure 1.

The implementation of the accounting compliance system must begin with the formation of the company's compliance policy. Compliance policy is a set of means, methods and procedures aimed at managing compliance risks.

The purpose of the compliance policy is to minimize or eliminate compliance risks, primarily those that can significantly affect the quality of accounting information in financial statements. It can manifest itself in the form of applying various sanctions, financial or reputational losses as a result of non-compliance with laws, rules and standards (Kobieliева, 2019).

For the effective functioning of the accounting compliance system at the enterprise, firstly, it is necessary to develop and approve a number of internal standards and regulations, which will guide the employees of the Compliance Department in their work. Such documents should be:

1. Code of corporate ethics (conduct) of the enterprise. This is a general document that regulates the norms of behaviour of employees of the enterprise when interacting with counterparties (customers, suppliers), supervisory authorities and other third parties with whom this or that employee deals in the course of performing his or her professional duties.

2. Regulations on the organization of accounting compliance at the enterprise. This is a generalizing document that defines the procedure for the creation and operation of an accounting compliance system. It has to reveal: the purpose and organizational order of functioning at the enterprise; job duties of employees and basic requirements for their performance; descriptions of methodological approaches, techniques, rules, procedures and requirements, the implementation of which ensures the objective and reliable nature of the results and conclusions of accounting compliance; algorithms of actions for the main procedures, criteria for assessing risk, a list of indicators and articles that must be considered and analysed without fail; the procedure for preparing and submitting information to the company's management based on the results of accounting compliance; reactions in case of identifying deviations and violations during accounting compliance.

3. Job descriptions of employees of the Compliance Department. They determine the uniform principles
of activity, the scope of job duties and the basic requirements for their performance, rights and scope of responsibility.

4. Accounting compliance procedure. This is a document that contains detailed algorithms for the actions of compliance controllers, the distribution of responsibility for the order and timing of control procedures.

5. The procedure for registering the results of accounting compliance. This is a document that discloses the basic requirements for the preparation and presentation of information to the company’s management based on the results of accounting compliance. It may contain developed and approved forms of reporting documentation.

The methodological support of accounting compliance is based on the relevant working documentation, the development of which presupposes a certain level of formalization, including organizational consolidation and structuring of all control actions and procedures. Such documents can be developed in any form. However, at the enterprise it is desirable to approve a detailed description of the set of documents and accounting registers, which will guide the employees of the Compliance Department in their work.

4. Methodology for identification, assessment and analysis of compliance risks

One of the main objectives of the compliance policy is the identification, assessment and analysis of compliance risks. In order to identify compliance risks, it is necessary to have information about the types of risks in the accounting system, the causes and factors of their occurrence, the methods of identification and the nature of the impact on the final indicators of the company’s financial statements.

We support the position of B.A. Zasadnyi (Zasadnyi, 2017) that one of the biggest risks of the accounting system in the context of applying IFRS is the poor quality of information reflected in the financial statements.

To increase the identification of risks in the company’s accounting system, risks are grouped by type (Table 2).

Regarding the factors affecting the degree of risk in accounting, they can be conditionally divided into two groups:

1. Objective. They do not directly depend on the decision-making subject. These are inflation, competition, political and economic crises, ecology, behaviour of suppliers and buyers, changes in the taxation system, etc.

2. Subjective. They directly characterize the employees of the Accounting Department: the level of competence and intellectual potential of the accountant, the level of awareness in the field of economic, civil and labour legislation, organization of accounting at the enterprise, etc. (Vyhivska, 2006).

It is possible to identify the risks of influencing the quality of the company’s accounting information by analysing the accumulated information for past reporting periods, in which there have been cases of theft and damage to property, incorrect assessment of accounting objects, errors in financial statements, overstating the company’s expenses, concealing income, etc.

The compliance risk assessment process should include risk identification methods, mechanisms for controlling business processes and control procedures that are designed to comply with legal requirements in accordance with the industry sector of the enterprise.

Compliance risk assessment should be carried out taking into account: professional competence of employees of department performing compliance control functions; the scale and types of activities of the organization; customer base (in the context of suppliers, buyers and other counterparties); the presence of structural units, including those in other regions; establishment of legislative and regulatory acts in the field of accounting and taxation (Kevorkova & Sapozhnikova, 2020).

To identify and assess the risks, we propose to draw up such special documents as:

1. The risk map is a document that, as a rule, is drawn up in a tabular form, which indicates risk factors, the likelihood of a negative event, possible losses/damages, and ways to prevent risk. Drawing up such a document will allow to get an idea of the company’s activities in the shortest possible time. It can serve as a basis for checking the effectiveness of control procedures and assessing the risk of material misstatement of the accounting (financial) statements.

2. The risk assessment ranking table. For example, there can be proposed a methodology for ranking risk by probability, based on the likelihood of the risk occurring during the reporting period. It is a little more difficult to offer options for ranking by consequences.

3. The risk matrix is an informative document that can be used to obtain a risk assessment. Each cell of the matrix reflects the assessment of each risk (depending on the established criteria).

On the identified compliance risks, the compliance officers should take actions to indicate material misstatements, distortions and misrepresentation of information in the financial statements and certainly inform the management of the enterprise and its owners about this. The choice of actions and activities of compliance officers should be based on their professional judgment.

In order to avoid or minimize compliance risks in the accounting system at the enterprise, we propose to introduce and use the following measures to
Risk groups and their impact on the formation and quality of accounting information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk group</th>
<th>Types of risks</th>
<th>Impact of risk on the formation and quality of accounting information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risks caused by the actions of creditors and investors</td>
<td>The risk of the procurement process lies in the fact that the company may have to pay fines, penalties and forfeitures in case of late or incomplete repayment of obligations to suppliers and other creditors</td>
<td>Decrease in capital. Impact on the indicator of other operating activity expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks caused by the actions of creditors and investors</td>
<td>Interest rate risk is caused by possible changes in interest rates on loans and borrowings, as well as the need to pay additional amounts in case of untimely or incomplete repayment of loans</td>
<td>Decrease in capital. Impact on the indicator of other operating activity expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of correct recognition of the assessment</td>
<td>The risk of change in the value of assets is manifested through methods of further assessment (revaluation) of assets. For fixed assets, the result of revaluation is the adjustment of their initial cost and the amount of accrued depreciation. For inventories, it manifests itself through the choice of methods for assessing inventory write-off in the event that this method does not meet the requirements of the market environment</td>
<td>Increase or decrease in capital. Growth in other operating activity expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of proper organization and accounting records maintenance</td>
<td>Credit risk manifests itself through the growth of bad and doubtful accounts receivable as part of the initial cost of accounts receivable, not confirmed by a reserve of doubtful debts</td>
<td>Increase or decrease in capital. Growth in other operating activity expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of operating activities</td>
<td>Property risk consists in the occurrence of unpredictable situations, accompanied by the loss of enterprise assets, additional costs for eliminating the consequences of emergency situations; costs of compensation for damage to the environment</td>
<td>Decrease in capital. Impact on the indicator – extraordinary expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of operating activities</td>
<td>Commercial risk consists in the increase in the company’s expenses associated with losses from damage to products in warehouses and during transportation; payment of fines, penalties, forfeit for violation of the terms of contracts</td>
<td>Decrease in capital. Impact on the indicator – marketing costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks of operating activities</td>
<td>Production risk consists in an increase in the costs of the enterprise due to unjustified cost overruns.</td>
<td>Decrease in capital. Impact on the indicator – production costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks associated with the formation of accounting and presentation of financial statements</td>
<td>The risk of the formation and presentation of financial statements consists in non-compliance with the requirements of the legislation on the disclosure of reliable information in the statements; may be associated with data manipulation and distortion of information provided to users</td>
<td>Lead to distortion and incomplete accounting information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks associated with the formation of accounting and presentation of financial statements</td>
<td>The risk of the formation of the Order on accounting policy is associated with errors and vague wording of the provisions of the Order, which have a double interpretation of the same position and create the basis for choosing the accounting method, and not strict adherence to certain provisions</td>
<td>Lead to distortion and incomplete accounting information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks associated with the improper calculation of operating activity expenses</td>
<td>The risk of choosing the form of organization and accounting records maintenance can cause additional costs, an increase in the degree of information risk and the risk of liability to users of financial statements</td>
<td>Lead to distortion and incomplete accounting information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: performed by the authors based on materials (Hnylytska, 2017, Vyhivska, 2010)

be implemented as part of ensuring the quality of accounting information: increase the volume of substantive procedures related to the detection of errors in accounting and reporting; increase the sample size when performing compliance testing; make changes in the timing of the implementation of the procedures provided for by the compliance system; involvement of other specialists or experts (legal advice, auditors, forensic specialists).

5. Organizational and economic mechanism of accounting compliance

Disclosure of the theoretical essence of accounting compliance provides for the definition of functions, policies and principles in this direction of the economic activity of the enterprise.

The objectives of accounting compliance determine the assessment of the compliance of the application of accounting procedures and accounting policies in accordance with the established requirements; identification, assessment and prevention of risks of misrepresentation of accounting information.

It should be noted that ensuring accounting compliance at the enterprise should be carried out with a known level of formalization, which provides for the organizational consolidation and putting in order all control actions and procedures.

The theoretical essence of accounting compliance as an economic category, its place in ensuring the quality
of accounting information and organizational and economic mechanism are presented in Figure 2.

The proposed organizational and economic mechanism of the accounting compliance system will help ensure the quality of accounting information necessary for both internal and external users in order to make effective management decisions. The result of such decisions is the effective operation of the enterprise, attracting investment, etc.

6. Conclusions

Thus, accounting compliance, as an appropriate institution for the quality of accounting information at an enterprise, should be focused on finding, identifying, assessing, analysing and taking measures to minimize compliance risks in the accounting system arising from non-compliance with established rules, standards and organizational procedures for the organization and maintenance of accounting.

For the formation of an accounting compliance system and its implementation at the enterprise, it is advisable to use a certain algorithm, which includes the following stages: implementation of the compliance system, risk monitoring, generalization of results. The necessary accounting support for accounting compliance can be built on the basis of an appropriate system of internal standards and regulatory documents, which will guide the employees of the compliance service in their work. These are general purpose documents and regulations for conducting accounting compliance.

The effectiveness of accounting compliance depends on properly organized and well-regulated work with compliance risks. To identify and assess risks, it has been proposed to draw up such special.
The proposed organizational and economic mechanism is the basic platform of the accounting compliance system at the enterprise, capable of ensuring the quality of accounting information necessary for both internal and external users in order to make effective management decisions.

Substantiated methodological principles and recommendations for the formation and implementation of accounting compliance will not only ensure the quality of accounting information, but also the guarantee of business purity, a high level of corporate culture, which will improve the efficiency of economic activities and sustainable development of the enterprise.
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